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“If I produce a bucket of pigeon 
shit and pour it over your head, 
then spend several thousand 
pounds on PR to explain to you 
that it is wonderful, I’m not going 
to persuade you”

Ken Livingston 
PR Week
January 2002



Critical success factors

• Political leadership – the Mayor

• Local powers – TfL & London’s roads

• National framework - hypothecation

• Infrastructure – public transport

• Empirical evidence – congestion!



A big communications challenge



The polls

• Congestion a serious problem – 72%

• Unprompted, 1 in 5 raised as a key problem

• 2001 – only 35% in favour of the congestion charge

• Revenue spent on public transport – 53% for

• Greater use of / favourability on public transport  

Stakeholder opinion critical

• business 
• motoring organisations
• environmental groups
• local residents 
• public sector / shift workers and unions
• disabled groups



The approach

• ‘Needed, workable and fair’

• Consultation (not referenda) – 2000 - 2003

• Draft Transport Strategy

• Transport Strategy

• Draft Scheme Order

• Scheme Order

• Public acceptability – key ‘conditions’

• Re-investment of revenues

• Choice and alternatives

• Exemptions

• Clarity about proposals (ROCOL)



Issues management

• London opinion formers in the zone

• Evening Standard 

• Kennington Lane Resident’s Association

• The boroughs

• A Judicial Review 

• Backed by £12m marketing & ad campaign

• civil disobedience?

• systems collapse?

• confusion



D-day



The polls

• 55% for; 40% against (UK)

• 59% for; 36 against (London)

• Two-thirds (67%) believed it had been effective in 

reducing traffic congestion

• One in five (20%) did not think it effective

March 2003 (ICM)



Road pricing in 2007

• London is unique

• Metropolitan areas diverse

• Politics complex

• National / local approaches?

• Technology moved on

But 

• attitudes have shifted outside London

• environmental issues have risen up the agenda

• congestion is an increasing problem in urban areas

• there is broad national political consensus on RP



The objections

Big brother (No. 10 petition) 
• concern at government holding data on movements

Double tax 
• suspicion that only impact will be to raise money for 
government

Unfair
• hits the poorest hardest
• negative impact on business community, especially 
freight

Unworkable 
• Links to strategic highway network 
• What technologies?



The approach

• A new transport strategy
• Linked to major projects e.g. New Street, Metro 
• Upfront public transport improvements key
• Focus on economic growth and regeneration
• The facts about congestion

• Stress conditions
• Re-investment
• Public acceptability
• Fit with national scheme
• Join up with motorways



Attitudes in the West Midlands

• Congestion considered serious problem 

(4.3/5 score, Accent research, July 06)

• Congestion seen as affecting urban areas and motorways

• 42% WM support for road pricing (ICM poll, Mar 07) 

• WM support increases if linked to PT investment 

• Mainstream business supportive

• Local media realistic and balanced

• Political coalition in place

• A critical 6 months ahead
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